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16. Several great battles (1)/ took place among

(2)the British and the Americans. (3)/No Error

(4)

(b); for two things/people "between" should be

used. thus option (b) is correct.



17. They did nothing (1)/ that was down the

(2)/dignity of princes. (3)/No Error (4).

(b); beneath one's dignity means If something is

beneath one's dignity, one feel that one is too important

to do it.

Thus "down" should be replaced with "beneath"



18. What are (1) you doing (2)/ by here? (3)/No Error

(4)

(c); "here" is an adverb of place, and

adverbs do not require any

preposition for them thus "by" should

not be used



19. As Benjamin ran (1)/ next the street, he

wondered (2)/ what he should buy. (3)/No Error

(4)

(b); "next" should be replaced with "along"

Along the street means to go parallel to the

street. Thus option (b) is correct.



20. It had a bright blue (1) cover, which he

was(2)/ careful not do soil. (3)/No Error (4)

(c); To soil something also means to make it

dirty Thus "do soil" should be replaced with

"to soil



21. The boy who (1)/ sat close him (2)/ was his

son. (3)/ No Error (4)

(b); "close" is an adjective, noun, adverb and"

noun/adjective/adverb" cannot take an object

after it, thus to add any object" preposition"

should be used. and "close aside" should be used.



22. "You didn't answer my (1)/ question," he

said,(2)/ stepping to her. (3)/No Error (4)

(c); stepping towards her should be

used towards means "in the direction

of“



23. He was such a (1)/ wonderful person (2)/

into so many ways. (3)/No Error (4)

(c); usage of "into" is incorrect. It should be 

replaced with "in"



24. The phone that (1) my father bought is

different (2)/than your.(3)/No Error (4)

(c); in part (3) of the sentence it should be "yours" 

to show the possession.



25. My sister had a tough time (1)/ removing the

chewing gum that (2)/ stuck with her hair. (3)/ No

Error (4)

(c); stuck in: unable to move.

Thus "stuck in" should be used which shows

chewing gum got intertwined with hair.
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